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October 16th, 2019 – Report to the Board

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Highlights
Our River Runners program is now up and running in grades 7, 8, and 9!  
In addition to their cohort activities, we do data collection with the students 
involved via the Holistic Student Assessment, which measures 
strengths/risks and resiliencies.  In the blink of an eye we’re nearly 
halfway through the grant funding for this partnership with the YMCA, and 
preparing to make the second program leader hire as we’ll continue 
growing.  River Runners is inspired by Trekkers, Inc. and their 10 Youth Programming 
Principles and is part of the Emanuel and Pauline A. Lerner Foundation’s Aspirations 
Incubator Program (a pilot initiative focused on establishing long-term, mentoring-based 
youth development models in eight rural communities and small cities across Maine).

Chapter 104 Program Highlights
I submitted our annual subsidy application on 9/30; this brings more than 
$200,000 in approved costs into the state subsidy funding formula for RSU 
#34.  

OTHS STEM Leaders Program and Honors Diploma Program Highlights
OTHS STEM Leaders candidates are working with me and Mrs. Gardner 
to plan some telescope events; our first will be Friday 10/25 in the evening 
at Alton Elementary School!

Title IA/IIA/IV-A Programs
In coordination with some other elementary schooling discussions, RSU
#34’s elementary schools are exploring a shift from a Targeted Assistance 
Program to a Title I approach called Schoolwide Authority.
This year for the first time we’re using some of our Title IIA funds for 
“Class Size Reduction”, which will fund a little of Mrs. Dalessandro’s time 
to directly work with all students in the very large VRS Kindergarten class
(21 students).  

Respectfully Submitted,

Jon Doty


